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declining and, if so, in what sense. We do not need to repeat those arguments
here, although you will see that this issue overlaps with several other key ques-
tions. The views of giJics and sceptics with respect to the remaining areas of
contention are best juilfrr*ižédíďiíěro.m of foůr propositions, which we state
here, before elaborating them and providing a critique:

'Economic globalization is nothing new.'

'A materialist culture will engender uniformity and disempowerment.'

'A clash of civilizations will lead to cultural conflict and violence.'

'Globalization will lead to a dvstopian future.'

'Economic globalization is nothing new'
Certainly international trade is not new. As the leading economy for much of the
nineteenth century, Britain's imports of raw materials rose by a factor of twenty
between 1800-75 (Dunning 1993a: 110). The development of the commercial
steamship from approximately 1850 along with the telegraph transformed trade

opportunities rapidly in the last decades of the nineteenth century by reducing

the previously prohibitive costs and risks involved in the movement of people
and bulk goods. Moreover, since competition is intrinsic to capitalism Britain
and its emerging industrial rivals - the USA, Germany, France and eventually
others - increasingly sought to export finished goods to each other's markets.

These countries also required reliable supplies of foodstuffs, ra\ / materials
and fuels for their expanding home markets and growing populations. This
need for raw materials led to the scramble for captive colonies, imperial
conquest and the division of the world into rival spheres of trading interests,
which each country then tried to monopolize. The net result of all this was that
by 7974, on the eve of the First Wortd War, a highly internationalized global

economy had already emerged. Indeed, Hirst and Thompson's (1996: Chapter
2) boldest claim is that it was hardly less internationalized and open than the

current world economy.
A similar case has been made for transnational flows of capital. Thus, direct

foreign investment (DFI) by established home companies grew rapidly from

about 1870. According to Dunning (7993a: 116), by 7913 it had obtained an
importance, proportionately, in the global economy that was not reached again
until the mid-1950s. From about 1870, DFI also increasingly supplemented the
investment role played by portfolio investment (where finance raised in a home
country is used to acquire share-holding interests in a foreign government's or
company/s own projects rather than directly owned and managed businesses).
Moreover, compared to today, where the developing countries receive only

about 20 per cent of DFI, before 1913 such flows were much more geographi-
cally dispersed - with two-thirds of the total directed to the colonies and domin-

ions, especíáIýB-rTťain,S (pp. 177 -l8).
SozSine basic argument made by these critics is that economic globalization is

nothing new and nothing special. However, there are several good reasons for

doubting whether the world economy was as open and integrated before the

First World War as during the last four decades. Consider the following:

i ' '  7.

12.
I
i3.

[4.
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Far fewer countries were involved in international trade and DFI as
actors. For example, as Hirst and Thompson (1996: 22) concede. i
them Britain and Germany supplied over half of the world's manu:
exports in 1913.

z. According to Dicken (7992:27) whereas in the first quarter of this centum
eight countries supplied 95 per cent of the world's manufacturing ou.;
1986 the number producing this same share had risen to twenty-fir-e.

3.

Á
a.

Similarly, before the First World War only a handful of countries n-ere

By contrast, the TNCs headquartered in many more developed countries

icant overseas investors. One country, Britain, provided the lion,s share
45 per cent of the world total including both portfolio investment an.l

now engaged in DFI (for example, Italy, Canada, Denmark, and Srr
land). Their counterparts in the developing countries (including
Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore,Brazil,Argentina and \
have also become significant sources of capital flows.

7.

Measured in terms of volume, both international trade (from the 1950sr amrď
overseas investment (from the 1960s) increased dramatically and sm
dwarfed the corresponding amounts for any previous era.

According to Dicken (p. 51), the average number of subsidiary manuta(-
turing plants established overseas each year between 796s_-67 by the largesft
TNCs was over ten times greater than at any point in the period tronm
1920-29 and nearly seven times higher than in the years just after the second
World War.

The lion's share of the capital outflows through DFI before 1914 (about 75 W
cent) was invested in such a way as to facilitate the export of raw material<.
especially from the former colonies. Very little, only 15 per cent, was directď
towards manufacturing and most of this was located in Europe, America.
Russia and Britain's dominions. By contrast, the shared DFI going to rar'-
material procurement by the seven largest capital exporting countries had
fallen to 25 per cent by the mid-1970s (17 per cent in 1988) while overall DFI
in manufacturing - much of it in technologically sophisticated activities -
reached 42per cent by 1975 (Dunning7993a: Chapter 5).

The share invested in services - especially those relating to business such as
banking, insurance and trade distribution networks - has also risen consid-
erably from only 15 per cent in 1974 to 47 per cent by 1988 (Dicken 7992: s9).
This huge increase has contributed to furthering the market penetration of
manufacfured products.

The arguments comparing international trade in7914 to the present period
miss the point that each country's trade (imports and exports) and the
capital flows it experiences associated with outward and inward DFI are fast
becomilg indistinguishable (Julius 1990). This is because their integrated,
global op\lions compel TNCs to engage in intra-firm exchanges. A good
part of a coun}řyM-fióíál declared imports and exports acfually consist of
the cross-border movement of components, semi-finished goods, produc-
tion-related services and other 'products' between the various subsidiaries
of foreign and locally based TNCs.

8.

9.
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For oíe thirrg, prior t'l%.áňd for several decades after, states were driven by

overt and strongly nationalist pressures towards protecting their home

economies while seeking to dominate overseas spheres of imperialist influence.

But protectionism and imperialism have been declining rather rapidly since the 
1

1950i in most countries. Also, in terms of scale, complexity, the number of actors /
involved (both state and non-state) and the integration of finance, manufac- /
turing, services and investment, the economic globalization of the last three l

decades has gone well beyond anything that existed in 7974.

It is sticking our necks out a little also to argue that the national rivalries that

preceded the two world wars cannot easily happen again. with many more

pluy".r, free flows of capital, images and ideas and a more complex and over-

iapping mesh of transnational networks it is difficult to see how the nation state

ca" ná.'t the weapons of protectionism and nationalism out from their

armouries to the extent they once did. Of course, as u/e have accepted

throughout the book, globalization impacts very differently in different parts of

the w-orld and there is strong evidence, discussed in our last chapter, that

localisms of all sorts are on the move However, most of the manifesta-

tions of religious and ethnic sentiment are ins at the sub-national level.

"ationatisďtnai 
6óeň sllccessfu'as in the post-Soviet states, the

élites of most of the emerging countries are rushing headlong for global inte-

gration, not protectionism. The political and financial crisis in Russia late in 1998

ánd the political crisis in Serbia will propel a partial reverse to this process. But

the former Soviet satellites in the Baltic and Eastern Europe are firmly in the

global market economy and it is unlikely that Russia can disengage in any

meaningful way.
Althóugh Hirst and Thompson,s work (1996) was a welcor4e reminder of the

extent of óarLer periods of economic integration, the title of their book, Global-

ization in Question, clearly overstates their case. It may be that they can convince

you that economic globalization is in question - although we challenge their

account on that too - but they understate the crucial point that globalization is

about so much else other than economics. So..iul u"d .qlt".tl

ign91e5!. 'S-9 tq.g-*a.g !]te-t1411sg.ig.s-ion of shared images througtr. the".media*Íhe

.-rygl$ó'Ípwe'r-containers, (like the global city), and t&e*development-ď .

t.a'''.'atio'.'al social ns-t1p1\9- 41d- g!sb.ď-p-qlit'i$ .qike -diaqpqra9-apd.9q9-1a_l
-d-emoauff ated-all-theseand-nue-hJrl9(e,-a{-e.

allggtgf_!!9_p1ren_qqgnonoJg_19!41!?etj_on.

'A materialist culture will engender uniformity and
disempowerment'
erythgl .ql"lllq! tgqeJYhgÉet ths'*":ltergs'nle=-q|agl'hal*c.scÉly.jsJbet
"rs l l r t ' " ."  

p".pt" a. . 'q1e!99 3'4 9Y-e_l*a9l9 ! la1d.rqldi t ip,n..-ď.
Sa^""eSS'šaC-h' (19% 10b Ňryd'"*áii."1''when he says ,the homogeniza-
tio. ď tt'".'orld is in full swin/. A global monoculture spreads like an oil slick
ol,er the entire planet,. Unti|écently, the overwhelming force for universaliza-
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Similarly, before the Firut \\brtri \\ar ;,n -.- ; h;::.::-*- ::
icant overseas investors. One countrr-. tsritain" Frt'.tr.;i:
45 per cent of the world total including both FLrrti. -r -

By contrast, the TNCs headquartered in nrarrr. nlLtrre .j.-" .. . :ťj .-. .-- =Pťs
now engaged in DFI (for example, Italv, Cana.la. De:::;r. ::; :i';
land). Their counterparts in the developing ťot]11tŤ]<': :- . . . :- ' :  -:r . jm'
Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Brazii. -\riennn; -=.; l'{:'rnlrnťli)f
have also become significant sources of capital t-lorrs.

5. Measured in terms of volume, both internatiorral ťracie í|rtlnr ihe .ůl s muLmoď
overseas investment (from the 1960s) increased dramaticalh- ani ililrmr
dwarfed the corresponding amounts for any previous era.

7.

According to Dicken (p. 51), the average number of subsic'1iar\- nlan=ať-
turing plants established overseas each year between 7965-67 br-the na::effi
TNCs was over ten times greater than at any point in the period tr-mnr
1920-29 and nearly seven times higher than in the years just after the Se..,ir.*ď
World War.

The lion's share of the capital outflows through DFI before 1914 (about , -. p.r
cent) was invested in such a way as to facilitate the export of raw materia-r,
especially from the former colonies. Very little, only 15 per cent, was directe:
towards manufacturing and most of this was located in Europe, Americ:
Russia and Britain's dominions. By contrast, the shared DFI going to ra','
material procurement by the seven largest capital exporting countries hac
fallen to 25 per cent by the mid-1970s (17 per cent in 1988) while overall DFI
in manufacturing - much of it in technologically sophisticated activities -
reached 42per cent by 1975 (Dunning7993a: Chapter 5).

The share invested in services - especially those relating to business such as
banking, insurance and trade distribution networks - has also risen consid-
erably from only 15 per cent in 7914 to 47 per cent by 1988 (Dicken 7992: 59).
This huge increase has contributed to furthering the market penetration of
manufactured products.

The arguments comparing international trade in 1974 to the present period
miss the point that each country's trade (imports and exports) and the_
capital flows it experiences associated with outward and inward DFI are fast
becoming indistinguishable (Julius 1990). This is because their integrated,
global operations compel TNCs to engage in intra-firm exchanges. A good
part of a country's official declared imports and exports actually consist of
the cross-border movement of components, semi-finished goods, produc-
tion-related services and other 'products' between the various subsidiaries
of foreign and locally based TNCs.

8.

9.
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Assessment of proposition 1
Althoug-h 1rg {-eggj.ly q59"SpllLullllgt9Ig"_bigLt_"y-glg g{1ge1na!!9ry.1 t1a-d9 j1
the period jq9.|-bgfore !!e Fi19|"Wo1l{.W3r w-e-íg-lq!!4j"J9jh!9-9rgl,ifi-c'ery-ly
derrts tle 4rg1rqr'e'nt th-a! }.9 el9 ]y!tryq''i"g-q-rc:ysgď-esp.t',.s,g]L.*&l.qbali'-z4ti9n
For one thing, prior to 7974 and for several decades after, states were driven by
overt and strongly nationalist pressures towards protecting their home
economies while seeking to dominate overseas spheres of imperialist influence.
But protectionism and imperialism have been declining rather rapidly since the q
1950s in most countries. Also, in terms of scale, complexity, the number of actors )
involved (both state and non-state) and the integration of finance, manufac- i
turing, services and investment, the economic globalization of the last three l
decades has gone well beyond anything that existed tn 7974.

It is sticking our necks out a little also to argue that the national rivalries that
preceded the two world wars cannot easily happen again. With many more
players, free flows of capital, images and ideas and a more complex and over-
lapping mesh of transnational networks it is difficult to see how the nation state
can haul the weapons of protectionism and nationalism out from their
armouries to the extent they once did. Of course, as we have accepted
throughout the book, globalization impacts very differently in different parts of
the world and there is strong evidence, discussed in our last chapter, that
localisms of all sorts q,{g---gllhe mo=v-g gL_gqilr lloly-e-"-el,-^gg! 9l_l!9 Tanif,e-9ta-.; ---- . i-; - ----:- ;-tions of relis_i9_y9_q!q 9$$-q 9-9_1!i1n91-t_atq \l-p*pg_llg eJ !b-e -sJp-!el1-9-lql leyel.
Where ethno-nationalism has been successful, as in the post-Soviet states, the
élites of most of the emerging countries are rushing headlong for global inte-
gration, not protectionism. The political and financial crisis in Russia late in 1998
and the political crisis in Serbia will propel a partial reverse to this process. But
the former Soviet satellites in the Baltic and Eastern Europe are firmly in the
global market economy and it is unlikely that Russia can disengage in any
meaningful  way.

Although Hiist and Thompson's work (1996) was a welcome reminder of the
extent of earlier periods of economic integration, the title of their book, Global-
ization in Question, clearly overstates their case. It may be that they can convlnce
you that economic globalization is in question * although we challenge their
account on that too - but they understate the crucial point that globalization is
about so much else other than economics. Social and cultural factors are
ig1o1e-d, So tog are the transmission of shared im--ages through ilib nieaia ine
rpe-ď new ,po11l91.gontainers, (like the global city), and the development of
transnational social networks apd glopa!- politics (like diasporas and social

']!9""'icsa..Áš 
\M.é hope we h.ave demonstrate.d,.all these and. much more are

al]*pqt o! th9 phenomenon of globalization.

'A materialist culture wil l engender uniformity and
disempowerment'
Agg[91,qnx,i9ty lor th99e_. whgjeq !_!e gperg-glce o{ a gl-o-!4f socie_ty, is that
e1gyyt19re p.gg-ple- ilc]9q!]!g!y.ečpe1!ence- an ever more bland condition of
samenesg...Sachs (1992: 10f) puts it dramatically when he says 'the homogeniza-
tion of the world is in ýl swing. A global monoculture spreads like an oil slick
over the entire play{ Until recently, the overwhelming force for universaliza-
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Major ConceP
tion in \^/orld affairs \^/aS the \^/estern-inspired view that progress meant greateÍ
humanism and international peace linked to the spread of science, the creation
of a unified \ /orld market and the pursuit of material improvement for all.

In the days of formal imperialism and colonialism such views enabled the
West to legitimize its mission to impose its culture and its political and sociď
institutions on much of the world. The ,trade-ofÍ, Íor the colonized was access

,'-,to new markets and ne\ / commodities. Now the promise of 'one world' achier-

I able through material progress is being replaced by the more disturbing image

J 'o^ne \ /orld__or ,no r /orld' (p. 107) because of impending environmental cata-
] r'-'--/^--'.:---'\.'Ý

l. s-!1ophg. Such p-ressureg [o-w3lrds universa|izati.o| aIe dangeroúš běčáú.!ďthe1-
j ae!gylh"-!t.*{4l 4iy"t"''-ty-ql-Jqng*'e.ggs31d.cul-!1-199..ql4 Yld-9rryÚ|e-peop1e,s
I sense of local identity. If these are lost then the confusion and conflicts this mar-
\ " " 89!d91cciňq $'grypgy er'!: !! 99l a lJgTp ! t. * I' e gi.bal-p1ob^|em s

other writers see the main threat of homogenization coňing fióň ttre global
marketplace led and often controlled by American business. Along witlyÍhi
comes the all-pervasive and seductive imagery peddled worldwi rough
media influence, also largely monopolized by America. This is the familiar
'McWprld^of-consumer culture and its brand-name icons - Levi/}Ljeans, Coca-
GG-, R"řbořř'a'"J-rer6óas including the famous Mcoonv(d,sburger itself _
that are now desired even by the world's poorest inhabitants4iving in slums and
rural backwaters. Sklair (7995:774,280) argqes that once established, capitalism
invariably engenders a powerful and understandable popular appeal among
ordinary citizens that is very difficult to counter or replace with a fairer democ-
ratic socialist alternative. other alternatives are thereby precluded. Meanwhile,
even those lucky enough to afford to participate in consumerism will ultimately
experience dissatisfaction. This is because consumerism cannot cater for people's
additional needs for community involvement, personal development and mean-
ingful social relationships. It also brings growing environmental damage (see
Box 18.1) to the point where it is difficult to see how the biosphere can remain
viable unless limits are placed on the global pursuit of economic goals.

Barber (1995) also fears that the 'McWorld' market system will lead to the
standardization of cultures and consumption practices and these, in turn, will
bring yet other dangers. For example, the TNCs raise people's expectations
through advertising by encouraging consumers to believe that their purchases
open new avenues to a better life of opportunity and freedom. Yet most prod-
ucts are quite unable to deliver the kinds of personal self-fulfilment promised in
the adverts.

The purchasing power for consumer goods is no substitute for secure
employment opportunities, strong community values or the ability of citizens to
influence the political process through democratic institutions. Accordingly, the
vista of abundant market choice holds out promises it cannot keep. In fact, the
TNCs have no interest at all in improving people's real lives or encouraging the
strengthening of civil society. Neither do they intend to promote the kind of
meaningful transnational solidarity that might
operate in overcoming common problems.

Assessment of proposition 2

global citizens to co-

We share many of the anxieties raised by t writers just cited. Qq{a,ialp it
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Maior Concept
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TNCr__SySf a_U.App_-e,ets pf -Sgfli-vSs. However, although the dangers posed by
TNCs and by the spread of capitalism are formidabl", tEco.!Ig_.t-g evidence for
S@!!g'':-p:g9"ce an irresistible, dišeňpowéňň$- a ria
homogeneoq5-cu_|gu1é*dor1i-1ats]ý.A"ne&gň s..ň^sůřňerist valiieš is often
more apparqqt than real. Indeed, as has been seen in Chapters 12 and 13 on
tourism and consumerism there are po\ ierful grounds for arguing that under
ca p i ta l i sm Co n su m ers re ta i n ía r m ore ppp-o-!!uni ties f o r perso.&1_ercati]d-Ly-and
agtongrn _v than !!9se qrgumelti ffiggest. Moreovet as in the past, the arrival
of unfamiliar goods, ideas or artistic forms generally enriches rather than
narro\ /s the local repertoire of cultural resources by extending the opportuni-
ties to express indigenous 'traditions' and lifestyles. In such situations people
exercise selectivity and consciously mix the old with the new to create alterna-
tive and HYBRID forms.

- ,-\,/\ . t r' 7- z/-

lncreásingly' too, this process of cultural borrowing and mixing works is in
reverse since western societies are increasingly absorbing a widening range of
cultural experiences from the non-western world. This is readily apparent in a
range of activities stretching from culinary, musical and artistic ones to practices
and philosophies associated with health, sport and methods of business organi-
zatron, to name but a few. Neither does the evidence so far bear out the
contention that non-western peoples have no defences - and wish to have
none - against the onslaught of Americanized material culture. Much depends
on specific circumstances such as the degree of support governments provide
for local cultures, the details of colonial history or the intrinsic strength of
national economies. Sometimes, it is not westernization that poses a threat to
cultural survival, but the discriminatory and centralizing polices imposed by
dominant religious or ethnic groups on small minority cultures.

.A clash of civi l izations wil| |ead to cultural conÍlict
and violence'
We have already discussed Barber's views (1995) on the likelihood of
'McWorldism'.In fact, his arguments on this topic are also relevant to proposi-
tion 3 because he observes that many ethnic, religious and national groups
around the world are diametrically opposed to the individualistic, materialist
hedonism embodied in American consumerism. Indeed, he believes that we are
witnessing a growing worldwide resurgence of organizations enflamed with a
mission to pursue various kinds of Jihad (the Islamic version of a holy war),
sometimes involving the use of terrorist and genocidal violence. In many
instances these can be interpreted as direct responses to what such groups
perceive as the threat of Americanization and its trivialization of ancient, unique
cultures, or the revealed truths originating in divine inspiration. Thus, we
appear to be confronted with two- ̂ scqryyios: 

(a) an unequal but fglalfUely_
peácef ulworldry-he1grngpff6affiJ3l."-=repr.ffi T
ptgTisg o_f !tr_e*!f[urg-499t1-i9!!ion,9f c9n_sq-p9-,r.goodsj and (b) a danggl_ous one
of c o ntend ing. fu 

".4qT9ltg li9! .ryq.lol'999.s€9:.
The conservative American writer, *gygl-Iq1lingtgn 0993), appears to go

much further than Barber in foreea€ting a future consisting of cultural and even
actual b.lsegy w_,ars-bglween_riv4_SNizeggns. His argument can be summa-
rized as follows: 

\
\
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GLOBAL SOCIOL

A 'civilization' consists of the broadest level of cultural identity shared
clusters of ethnic groups, nations or peoples based on common experi
especially history, religion, language and customs. On this definition
are perhaps seven or eight such civilizations in the world today althougfur
each contains important sub-divisions.

In the post-Cold War era, neither ideological conflicts, as for exampfu
between communism and capitalist democracy, nor the struggles bettr-m
nation states will continue to shape global politics to the same extent as fo
the past although the latter remain as very powerful actors. Rather, futuns
conflicts will increasingly develop along the 'fault lines' (p.29) between cir-i-
lizations - sometimes exploited by political leaders and groups as a means
of enhancing their own interests.

Chief among such confrontations may be that between the West, now at the
zenith of its global leadership and power, and a coalition of non-western
civilizations probably focused around an Islamic-Confucianist axis. The
countries drawn together within the Muslim and East Asian civilizations are
rapidly increasing their military capability either through imports or bv
developing their own arms industries linked to industrialization.

What binds these and other non-western civilizations together - although
much also divides them - is a shared resentment concerning the West's past"
They see the West as continuing to impose its version of modernity on the
world and to use its current control of international institutions such as the
World Bank and the UN to further its own interests. Western concern to
prevent the spread of military capability and arms, especially nuclear
r /eapons, to the rest of the world can be readily understood against this
background.

5. Several worldwide changes are working to accelerate and intensify this
growing sense of '@' (p.25). Howevet the most
powerful of these áre probably linked to globalization and modernization,
especially the increased interactions between different countries and
cultures arising from time-space compression and the yearning gap created
in people's lives by the resulting 

'ltx!A9!9s$Iss.Ihs€epis 
increas-

urgly bel.a8=]í!l'1gd br-t.he*r.e.y.ty-a.l gf. v*ariqu'g-Íprms o.-f- religr9"u*9^4-ryd- ctrltural
fgngta4nortalism.

Assessment of proposition 3

One of the difficulties with Barber's theory is that not all fundamentalist groups
are opposed to consumerism and material prosperity - such values are, for
example, embraced by most American revivalist churches. Moreover, many
Islamic fundamentalist groups, whether active terrorists or Iran's ruling
ayatollahs, are highly ambivalent in their attitudes to modern materialism. They
revere the past, but are dependent on advanced technology in order to fight their
cause - from faxes, the Internet and television to jet travel and sophisticated
armaments along with the market systems that provide them (Hadar 1993).

Moreover, the desire to reject American cultural domination constitutes only
part of the explanation for thýtse of non-western violent movements operating
around the world today. 

ýny 
recent nationalist and secessionist movements
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have originated either in the post-Cold war disintegration of the soviet empire
or in sifuations where minorities have made what šome might regard as quite
reasonable demands for international recognition as separatJnatiňs follolr'ing
long periods of persecution by hostile májority governments. obvious exam-
ples, here, are the Kashmiris, Kosovars, Támils órř<u.ds. By the same token' the
rise of Islamic fundamentalism in Algeria, EgyPt,Iran aná elsewhere is linked'
|-otg other things, to the inequalities, ."p."rriorl and policy failures that ha'e
characterized previous regimei and which western go.,".í*"',ts sometimes
supported or condoned.

In August 1998, President crinton ordered a missile attack on alleged Islamic
terrorist sites located in the sudan and Afghanistan. This foilowed the bombing
of us embassies in Kenya and ranzaniu uu".li". that month by these same funda-
mentalist groups. surely, these - and earlier events of a similar kind _ look
ominously like a clear foretaste of Huntington,s predicted civilizational n,ars?
C-ertainly, Huntington publicly declared iis tnósis had been demonstrated'
However' there are solid reasons for doubting whether Huntington,s analysis is
entirely valid. Here, Halliday,s trenchant criticisms (1996) areěpecially telling:

t. 
J|" 

very validity of the notion of civilization can be questioned. Like the
idea of nationhood it is based on the assumption that ii is possibre to iden-
tify and represent a set of timeless traditions. In reality, howe.rer, it makes
much more sense to regard traditions as based on different and conflicting
interpretations arising out of curtural creations concocted rargery to suit the
political interests and purposes of different élites. Thus, the cň for an acťuď
or potential confrontation between civilizations is largery a myth because no
such clearly demarcated and distinctive entities 

"u.' 
Ě" identiiied.

2. The idea of clearly differentiated civilizations with distinctive culťural
boundaries is further thrown into disarray when we remember the extent to
which cultures and peoples have arways borrowed and mixed each other's
technologies, art forms, religious symbófism, and much else besides. Indeed,
it seems more likely that with globálization these processes will intensiý not
diminish as Huntington's argument impries. If so, then the conflicts he enr.is-
ages will surely become more not less difficulty to sustain or justify.

3. The fragmentation and conflicts that have occurred within civilizaťions,
based on inter-ethnic or state divisions, have been just as marked as those
between them and often much more so. This has cártainly been the case in
Europe, wracked for centuries by religious, civil and inter-state wars despite
the apparent over-arching Christian lěgacy. Moreove1, if we count it'"."á"*
and continuing bloody conflicts in the Éu'q.," region of Spain, Northern
|1ďand and especially the former Yugoslaviá this ěra did not end in 1945.
The Islamic world, too, continues to Ěe deeply divided along national and
sectarian lines, among others, notwithstanding the btazenattšmpts by some
\ /esterners to present the alternative image of a ,green peril, - a united Islam
bent on destroying its ancient enemy (Hadar ISSJ).

we will add that if us interventions in sudan and Afghanistan ,proved,
Huntingdon's thesis 

. 
whigh Halliday has, himself, in aiy case rejected _

NATo's attack on Serbia in defence of the Muslim Kosovars cámpletely conťra-
dicts the Huntin8ton1thesis. Indeed this was noted in March soó by a number

I
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of editorials in the Pakistan daily ne\/spaper Dawn that called on the Musijm
world to acknowledge that the leading western po\ /ers were defending Muslinnn;
against Christians.

.Globa|ization wiIl lead to a dystopian Íuture'
Just as Huntington (and others) present a disturbing vision of the future trtrm
the right, so are there prophets of doom from the left. In an original and chati-
lenging book Roger Burbach (an American), oscar Núňez (a Nicaraguan) annil
Boris Kagarlitsky (a Russian) (Burbach et al. 1997) suggest that globalization has
triggered a number of counter reactions or anti-systemic movements due to the
traumatic shocks and horrors it has engendereá in many areas of the worl,j.
Their perspective is undoubtedly valuable in that the three authors are repre-
sentatives of what used to be called 'the First', 'second' and rhird worlds. Ther
leny '!@! tlgy 11e*-opppqeJl-Lo*gl9belipg!i-oLgql-.s€..H-oj-^/eyeL-*thcy*a.r8ue tlrat,the economic forces tJr31 .lulte'ry!.ry*dsle_rynh€.the. -dircctiqn of globa]ization
. l
abili tylo* gle g-ts:*kt1grn4{lÍp. i")

civen the dominance of the forces they are opposed to, they can see nothing
bwt a dystopian future for all of us. They argue that the form taken by global,
ization will have the following features:

a Trade wars - whereby intense competition between trading blocs leads to
instability and speculation between the national currencies. In this respect
they see a tension between different sectors of capitalism - with computer
firms, biotech companies and rNCs in food-processing favouring free inter-
national markets, while steel, farmers and clothing manufacturers will try to
defend national markets. Angry French farmers, rebeilious peasants in
Chiapas (Mexico) and trade union opponents of regional agreements such as
NAFTA are all seen as forces resisting the integration of global markets
(Burbach et al. 7997: 67-3).

e Global unemploymenÍ - with some 30 per cent of the world,s 2.5 billion
workers being unemployed' The argument here is that automation and inťbr-
mation processing will permanently displace workers from the manufac-
turing and services sector leaving nowhere for those displaced from the land
to go. Beyond the global village, the destitute and outcast will gather
@p.64-6).

I Destructiae financial speculation - which will allow unbridled 'robber barons'
to indulge in greed and uncontrolled speculation in stocks, bonds, currencies
and precious metals. While some fortunes are made in the new computeÍ
industries, the bulk of fortunes are made by junk bond scams, insider trading
or those playing the markets of casinorcapitalism. The stability of global accu-
mulation is, Burbach et al. atggest only an illusion: a 'major catastrophe' will
arise'before we get too far into the next century' (p.73).

* Collapse of the poor countries - where the neo-liberal panaceas of the world
Bank have resulted in further malnutrition and destitution. Even the
proclaimed success of the neo-liberal solutions in places such as Costa Rica
and chile have shown gains only for the wealthy and at the expense of those
living in poverty (pp.85-6).

-OWARDS A GL1

Dystopia - an imaginary
place where things are as bad
as they could possibly be.
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8 The 'gutting' of the cities in rich countries - marked by the massive increase of

those living on 1/elfare, those permanently unemployed and those scraping

by through criminal activities. ,The violenc e, feaÍ, crime, alcoholism and drug

abuse that grip the underclasses of these cities is directly linked to this

despondency and hopelessness' {p. 103).

* The rise of a 'barbaric'bourgeoisie in the post-colnmunist world - with ineffective

and parasitic states, entrepreneurs \^/ho lack ethical, intellectual, cultural or

professional values, and a 'mafia' comprising old party hacks, state bureau-

crats and new 'yuppies'. These groups 'are united by the lack of roots and

total disrespect towards any rules and la\ /s as well as by the lack of even

minimal moral constraints' (pp. 777-27,722).

Ássessrnent of proposition 4
One cannot help but admire the concern and passion behind these denuncia-

tions of the present form of globalization. Indeed \ /e concur in many of Burbach .,

and his colleagues' observations. The emergence of a neu/ global age is a /
painful, uncomfortable and often distressing process. Not to recognize this pain' \
discomfort and distress would be to promote a blinkered perspective, as well as (
showing a total insensitivity to the many marginalized and excluded people j

round the world. The angry and desperate Russians in queues outside banks.

bitterly denouncing their country's flirtation with global capitalism further

demonstrate the point.
It is perhaps no coincidence that critics like Burbach and his co-authors draw

their indignation from a self-confessed Marxist or socialist background. The

Jeremiah-like sense of apocalyptic doom, the inevitable march of historical

forces and the fear of fateful technological determinism all draw from that deep

well. But it has to be recalled that Marx himself saw the dual nature of capi-

talism. It was both destructive and potentially liberating. Just as capitalism

consigned feudalism and slavery to the dustbin of history (just about), so-Too it

can be argued that globalization is undermining nationalism and other imped-

iments to the full realization of capitalism on a worldwide scale.
The argument is not the heartless one that 'you can't make an omelette

without breaking eggs', but rather that social actors and organizations can do

something about the ingredients of that omelette, how it is cooked and served

and who gets to eat it. It was very much part of the Marxist tradition to look to

social agency to supersede the limitations of the capitalist revolution by insti-

gating another kind of revolution on behalf of humanity at large. The chosen

social vehicle for this change, the proletariat, was - according to one's view -

either mistakenly identifjed, or not up to its historical mission. However, there

is no need to collapse into an impotent Sense oÍ predestination. As another

socialist writer argues (Bienefeld 7994:97), the destructive effects of globaliza-

tion will arise

only if we allow it to be so; if we remain deaf to the cries of help from societies .
presently being destroyed; or to the voices of those who still believe in the possi- 7
bility of buitding stable, prosperous societies in which people can live in harmonyi

with nature and with each other, while spending time in less stressful, more inter- \
esting jobs and devoting an increasing part of their lives to social and culturý

pursuits. Technology has made this dream a possibility; politics must realize it.
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That final observation provides the opening for our more oplim_istic yisign of
global future, although we would not consider our position to be utopran- recn-
nological and economic changes can allow a positive outcome, but people must
try to make that happen. Let us mention some of these more positive changes:

1. A number of observers (for example Reich 1992; Bradley et ar. 7993; Carnor
et aL 7993) argue that a ne\^/ phase has arrived in the moves towards inte.
grat ionamongTNCs.Between7975and1986therew@
the rumber oTTčiěntists and engineers engaged in research and the devel.
opment of technology. In responding to these changes, some TNCs have
downsized and concentrated their technological expertise in core areas of
competency. Many others have formed strategic cross-border alliances with
overseas companies. Such joint ventures increasingly involve small and
medium-sized TNCs a er
o se ií shared R&D activitý sfuonglr.
suggest that the process of economic integration is deepening quite rapidlv
and does not always involve greater concentration of capital.

2. The development of niche markets and. access to technologies that shrink
aGmnceTas áI.Ló\^/e4.9-FaiJ-'."Ps.i1ďď'ióJqi!e{"q ro suiyiy^e., 

'"o*óiiňóš ut tíi"
level of a family business or a community co-operative. This has revived
small-scale, craft and art-based production, often conducted in a humani-
tarian environment with the minimum of worker exploitation. Artists,
potters, cabinet makers, small publishers, alternative health therapists,
organic farmers, those making green health products, craft jewellers, small
specialist shops, psychoanalysts and poets can all thrive in our global
economy and many do. &itlfudittg*g" qli,zatig.n-s q.nd eth-iq3-! fllns--lj-kejbe
Bggy*S,b,qp-have linked smaJlp_eaggSr_tpl"o,ggg9,Ls_I9 a-S-L9"haUlr4lL9!,o!,4,n_o!r:
e4!g!!4!yg.bqsis.

Even in more conventional settings, work.*eJB-e^rience is_said_to_he_under=
going rapid ch{!rae. Information technology and electronic communications
provide several advantages to employers: firms can co-ordinate their opera-
tions more cheaply and easily across considerable distances; customers and
producers are linked directly and instantly; many functions such as product
design, accountancy and engineering can be easily subcontracted to
specialist outside firms, more in touch with rapidly changing markets and
production methods; and the design, experimentation and testing of manu-
factured and other products all benefit from a growing number of computer
applications (Bradley et aI. 7993: 76).

At the same time, innovations in manufacturing technologies mean that
machines are becoming programmable, multi-functional, smaller and less
energy intensive than they once \ďere. The advanced economies are under-
going a steady process of reducing the bulk of the raw material used in
production, a process accelerated by using microelectronics so as to minia-
turize many products. Apparently, although the GDp in the USA has risen
twenty times in real value over the last 100 years its *"igttt, measured in
tonnes, has increased little (The EconomlsÍ, 28 September 7996:43). Contrary
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to the prediction of the doom and gloom
saying that 'Where there's muck there's

merchants (and the old Yorkshire
money' ) .e_c-o;19q1ic p t9sp9 ttty dpes

not hgve to p19_{gc_9 mquntains of waste.

5. There has been a marked rise in the number of viable small firms across the
*e Jtóiň *ó.ld 

-Si"ó 
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barrigls Lo"" _q1!ry have been lowered. Meanwhile, the old hierarchical,
pyraňid-shapeďTťructure óncelď'iň-ticeable in many large companies is
becoming flatter as the emphasis on problem-solving, the need to respond
quickly to specific customer requirements and so on combine to place much
more emphasis on team work, self-reliance, multi-skilling and close collabo-
ration between employees. Reich (1992) describes these changes in terms of
what he calls the increased importance of 'enterprise webs'. Enterprise webs
undermine managerial authority, they render business bureaucracy redun-
dant, they disperse control widely within organizations and they therefore
empower many employees.

If we think about all these changes while situating them within the context
of growing globalization we end up with a much more enticing vision of
contemporary business organization. Even very large, global corporations are
apparently breaking down internally into overlapping networks of partly self-
reliant enterprise webs operating on a more human scale. Meanwhile their
external boundaries with domestic suppliers and foreign TNCs at home and
abroad are effectively dissolving as these same webs coalesce across companies
and countries.

Finally, according to--$19[t1992: Chapter 4) wealth creation in more and
more sectors increasingly depends on the contribution played by thelsymbolic

Áx]X*,ď He claims tňai s.'ón people now constitute ábout zo per ffiř
workforce in the advanced countries. They enjoy specialist, problem-identifying
á"a'."bló*-solving skills' These are criticalý ii,',t"a to tháir grasp of diffórent
kinds of symbolic knowledge in creative design including the arts and media,
scientific research, oral and visual communications, the ability to engage in
strategic thinking and so on. Their centraliý to all kinds of economic and
creative activity means they command high rewards, are frequently wooed by
rival companies and so are increasingly mobile, taking their knowledge, connec-
tions and skills with them as they move between organizations and countries.
Although Reich's symbolic analysts may be the new 'movers and shakers' of the
contemporary world economý others outside this charmed circle can also
benefit. Between 40 per cent and 50 per cent of all jobs in the rich countries are
linked to knowledge-creation and information-processing in both manufac-
turing and services (Carnoy et a! 7993: Chapter 2) and it is in this area where
four-fifths of all new jobs are being created. Knowledge-based industries now
generate more than half of total GDP in the advanced economies.

A nation's wealth creation and its ability to cg1pete increasingly thus

{"ps@.9*búgh ňo.e.ď" tňó;|iii';í.i"u.ii'í" .",o-.,,.ó,'po,,",,ed bý its citi-
ze]rs, and theii cápaciý to undJrJá^á,"t*"ši"i;"a íňpň"é technológy, than
on the actual ownership of different kinds of tangible assets (Reich 7992:
Chapter 12). The most important role any government can now play is to
concentrate on raising the knowledge-acquiring capacities of its inhabitants at
all levels. We can anticipate, in turn, that this shift will help to generate a more
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educated, adaptable and reflexive citizenry, more willing and able to question
authority, demand autonomy and act as key agents in shaping policy agendas.

of courgeJhis-I9s.y'.plc-tqte..hap Ls".b-e.-balan.ee.ďb-y.our.k-n-swle*dge'ďthe.manr
'glqlg]1i$ps' (see Chapters 4, 8 and 9) who have so far been left far behind in
the race to knowledge. Again, reflexive citizens using thei$- fhei19t45 fg:_lery'gt
purposes are not the $-99-9_f globalization - drug-dealers, arms

and the rise of the symbolic economy canpotentially generate a more democratic
and participatory fJtyre global sgcie-ty. Work can be more empowering and
even enjoyable, governments can become more accountable, while through the
interdependence of the world economy \ /ars can be avoided.

THE MAKING OF GLOBAL SOCIETY

We have considered the possible gains to be made from changes in economic
management and technology. There3lg s_9-y9lgl,-ot!e1 maj_o1 gai-ns-._q-!.q..!-glial
t:y{t"r"guT-qÍ":letg.!3]1?3'lio1a$'-8|ob'alism:

1. An extension of democratic, civil and human rights.
2. The spread of education and literacy.
3. Information and access to communications for all the world's inhabitants.
4. The gro\ /n of multicultural understanding and a\{areness.
5. The empowering of women and other historically disadvantaged groups.
6. The promotion of environment-friendly production systems.
7. The growth of leisure, creativity and freedom from want.

Can any of these dreams be realized? There are those who still pin their hopes
on a 'positive nationalism'. Bienefeld (1994:722), for example, while recognizing
the malign as well as the benign aspects of nationalism, nonetheless says that

@lp-re1y-sa-a.rclolryled'natip.n''stďe- In what other
form, he asks

can \^/e realistically hope, at the end oÍ the twentieth century to redefine and recon-
struct political entities that would allow us to manage the increasingly destructive
forces of global competition while providing individuals with the capacity to define
themselves as social beings and while containing the risk of political conflict
between such political entities?

Jl:ss:l"",js'-a".,g'.o9-{ 91-e,.b9-t.we.{g"]' -qbď.!}"o''-'s..:vhq w'1qh.t9. refs1-a1.!}e-
nation state do not ad-equat.ely 19:9-g-l,r:9 1't9w far disillusionment has alrea{y
s-eťffi--lil s6ňě'fi6llóiléa:ó1iT'or-,bró-kďn-Ěá.Řř-řštaťó' for áxalnpían Liberia,
Sierra Leone, Myanmar or Somalia, the state has imploded - leaving its former
citizens to the mercies of gangs and warlords. But even in the industrialized
states, the belief in nationhood and formal democracy has eroded. The former
appears increasingly as parochial and irrelevant while democracy seems to offer
little more than a hollow administrative system for reaching decisions that do
not begin to reach the needs or tap the energies of citizens living in the rapidly
changing world. Besides, as we argued in Chapter 5, the cultural pluralism char-

^"4: '  :L,
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There clearly is still a need for developing more active national democracies
with flourishing civil societies. Hgwev9r..j1-e^.4d"i!i-o.L t-q,'aqd- -!15gm's*'{e€p-9*cts
s 9__91p9!1{el-e3gp:Sel u"{e-llgug"-
m.q4t. Let us just mention again some of these sites, which were discussed at

greater length elsewhere in this book:

1. At the international level courts, particularly those dealing with human

rights and genocide have begun to make effective judgements that transcend
domestic legislation.

2. The International Governmental Organizations, such as the UN and its agen-

cies, have made some advances in acting on behalf of a global community -

although the UN is still crucially dependent on the members of the Security

Council and especially the USA.

3. A proliferation of regional bodies has developed, admittedly with highly
variable levels of po\ver and authority.

4. TNCs have generated immense resources and power and are effectively out

of the control of the nation state. In Chapter 7 we show how some accept

their social responsibilities on a global scale.

5. Tiansnational communities have developed through enhanced travel and

communications.

6. Gtobal cities have evolved to service the needs of the world economy and its

cosmopolitan citizens, a development discussed in Chapter 15'

7' Global diasporas and religions have resurÍaced to bridge the gap between
universalism and the need for linking to one's past (Chapter 19).

8. Global social movements have arisen to help build the global society of the

future (C}rapters 76,77 and78).

We need to say just a little more about global social movements. In soci-

ologv there has always been a creative tension between 'structure' and
'agencv' - u'hat happens to one and what one makes happen. S:Sg] 

-gr"g*
Tglts are lfre kev agents- for prqgJe_qs-ive and humanitarian sociaf change

E-veí if ther. ó"tv á.ňi""" á 
'ňai 

puit órin".iíJts Íňěý náná sét.rór thém-
seh'es, their struggles will have been worthwhile. The environment and

\\'omen's movements have merited our special attention as they both seem to

have some transformatory potential but other social movements are also

potentiallr- significant in the slow construction of a relatively benign and

ítrnctioning global societr'.

REVIEW AND FINAL REMARKS

In this concluding chapter rve have partly concurred with those who argue that

not er-en-thinE connecteti l-ith the making of a global society brings advantages

and gains to the lruman condition. A morejntegr'4194.lv*o.riďi9lp(uec.essarily a
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efforts to reduce global inequalities. Thus, we are not deali
pr9eesqlbai.ryir!$evitabrpQtgJqlo q@6míia. -*

mo{e}a(mo;]io99.o{3 Qore e€ual one.sg-are faced with greater risks as well
a's opportunities. As we trave šéen throughout the book much transnational
activiý is atavistic and potentially damaging to others - as in the case of nee
Nazi cells, crime gangs or drug syndicates who operate on an international
basis. Some transnational movements and groups may evoke a common
universal purpose, yet are divided and made ineffective by internal squabbles.

There are also plausible concerns about the ways in which global homoge-
nization could eventually dilute the local and national particularities, about
environmental problems, demographic expansion, joblessness and poverty, the
emergence of terrorism, drug-trafficking, and the spread of epidemics
throughout the world. Globalization has so far done little to diminish the blight
of poverty and wretchedness in which about half of the world's inhabitants is
forced to live. Social movements have still not proved effective in mobilizing

r a unilinear

ite these concessions to the
that globalizlllo-1lgg*pg:9Tgiry_9ryllea4 js taking on!!S:w forms not previ-

SuslySrygg3tepd. Moreover, although the direction in which it may evolve is
unclear and certainly not fixed, s9!19_gl9_bC*c!g.lggq*gS:gty_P9j{iylfbgY
provide a greater potential than ever before for the world's inhabitants to forgg
r--.Y-*.

ne\^/ uňaěrsiándiňes, alliances and structures - both from below and in alliance
'*!.é**-=..*

wittr 
_éllte 

ins titutions - in the pursuit of 49^5.'fu r-1p19:L1q1l-em:or!ss!lally
sustaiňáute and humanitarian solutions to lo.cal glÉgt'gu-"e]Hep.l9ffi"The world

#._

oT work hás been transformed and for many lucky citizens the possibilities for
a creative engagement with global changes are much enhanced. In itself global-
ization will lead to neither a dystopia nor a utopia. The future directions of
global society depend on us as ordinary world citizens, on what moral positions
we choose and what battles IMe are prepared to fight.

ry$'{.q i'-\ryq4 Plgg{,,9jsslgP#"
@.49'!!9n9 alcnoJleďitteilbut+ossi hi l i ties anďasPira=
tions. The world remains lop-sided. Many powerful and wealthy actors profit
disproportionately from global changes. Throughout this book we have shown
how ,global 

Y(it1ners' use their privileged access to power, wealth and opportuniťy
to r"?ífr#fi}íb*n nests. The TNCs, crime sýndicates, rich touristi, skilled
migrants and others are all major beneficiaries of the opportunities for trans-
national activity. But it behoves us to remind you, in a final word, of the many
'glgb{r$pe;B' - the refugees, poor peasants, the underclasses of the collapsing
éiříeš ] wh-o still peer through the bars at the gilded cages of the rich and powerful.

The key social challenge of the twenty-first century is to prise open the bars
for these disadvantaged people so that they can discover the transformatory
possibilities globalization has gener4ted. A vibrant civil society and active
global social movements provide far-oÍÍ glimpses of that benign future.
However distant, we hope we have encouraged you to see some of the many
possibilities for social engagement, co-operation and positive change.
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Íf ymu Ws&áďď ďs&e řg kncw É3?#fl €  &e a*e}*&&&eé&**&*ss**{;r}**&&***&*&

An articu|ate and coherent critique oÍ g|oba|ization from a Marxist point of view is
provided in Roger Burbach et al. (1997) Globalization and its Discontents.

Roberl Reich's book, The Work of Nations (1992) should be read together with the

contrasting account by Jeremy Rifkin (1995) titled Ihe End of Work.

Benjamin Barber's Jihad vs. McWorld (1995) speaks of the g|oomy visions oÍ a c|ash

oÍ civiIizations oÍ a homogenized g|oba| consumer cu|ture.

Finally, Richard Falk's Exptorations at the Edge of Time (1992) is the work of a plau-

sible futurologist.

Gfm*xXp W#f&, * * e s e & & & & s & rr:B * & * * & s & & e * & & * riip & & & & & * a e * & {lt & $ & & 6 & * e & &

1. Divide the c|ass into severa| sma||er groups. Each wi|| examine one oÍ the four
propositions from both sides for about thirty minutes and prepare a brief repoft to

be oresented to the class. On balance do the various groups agree or disagree
with their proPositions and whY?

2. Working in groups oÍ three or four, students wi|| agree in advance to co|lect

material on particular world political/military/economic crises (perhaps assigned

on a regiona| basis). BeÍore their class presentations each team wi|| summarize
(a) the nature of the events/problems and so on within their area and (b) discuss

what |ight their data throws on any one oÍ more oÍ the propositions. How Íar do

the team assessments agree or differ?

3. Some critics of globalization express anxiety concerning the disquieting sense of

lost local or national identity that many individuals may feel as a result. Drawing

on their own personal experiences, what are the perceptions of the class
members themse|ves on this question and how can they account Íor them? Are

there any apparent overall social indicators that explain whatever individual

differences or similarities may emerge?

Q*xgsťí&lr*g řc řý}prz$g m&cayř *&**&&&8s& j!!}&** &se&s*&s&E*&** &&& &8{'8s

1. The degree to which the world economy has become integrated is no greater than

it was beÍore the First Wor|d War' Discuss.

2. Examine and assess the fears expressed in the theories of Barber and
Huntington.

3. Discuss the view that a global monoculture wil l destroy diversity and difference'

4. Using the material in this chapter and any other sources you like, construct: (a) an

optimistic scenario for an emergent global society; followed by (b) a critique that

traces the possible parallel dangers and difficulties.

:,
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